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Abstract
This paper presents a deep neural network (DNN) based fully spatiotemporal rain
removal network, MoPE-Spatiotemporal, to enhance accuracy of activity recognition in
rainy videos. The proposed network utilizes spatiotemporal information of an image sequence to detect rain streaks and recover the non-rainy image. We also present rain alert
network that detects the rain fall and informs the reduction of recognition confidence
under rain. Experimental results show that heavy rain can highly degrade activity recognition accuracy. MoPE-Spatiotemporal removes heavy rain better than state-of-the-art
methods, and significantly improves (0.15) activity recognition accuracy in rainy videos
with minimal impact on recognition accuracy in clean videos.
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Introduction

Activity recognition, which localizes and classifies activity on a video, is an important task
in many applications including autonomous vehicle, surveillance and sports analysis. Many
of these applications involve outdoor activities; where, adversarial weather condition such as
rain, snow, or fog can significantly degrade activity detection accuracy. Since Garg and Nayar [6] presented rain streak analysis and model based on photometric properties, significant
progress have been made in removing rain from video. Several prior works have developed
physical model of rain streaks [6, 7, 8, 33], while learning based algorithms to remove rain
have also been proposed [4, 15, 19, 31]. The prior efforts had mostly seek to recover rainremoved sequences from rainy videos. Hence, developed algorithms have been evaluated
based on spatial similarity between clean and derained images using peak signal to noise
ratio or structural similarity criteria. However, as we will show later, high spatial similarity
to clean images does not guarantee high performance on activity recognition. Therefore, rain
removal network for activity recognition remains an important problem.
In this paper, we study the effect of rain on deep learning based activity recognition,
and propose a new rain removal network, hereafter referred to as, MoPE-Spatiotemporal,
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Framework of rain alert and removal network for activity recognition under rain.

for activity recognition under rain (Figure 1). The proposed network acts as a pre-processor
and uses spatiotemporal information for detection and removal of rain streaks, and improve
activity recognition accuracy. The paper makes following key contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to enhance performance of activity
recognition under rain.
• We propose a DNN based rain removal network that uses spatiotemporal features for
both detection and reconstruction of rain images through end-to-end training.
• We propose a rain alert network that detects presence of rain and estimates (normalized) strength of rain to predict confidence reduction on activity recognition.
The MoPE-Spatiotemporal is trained with JHMDB dataset [12] and rain layers from
RainSynLight25 and RainSynComplex25, which are synthesized with rain streaks models
[8, 32]. The end-to-end (MoPE-Spatiotemporal + activity recognition) network is evaluated
on synthesized video from JHMDB dataset and RainSynLight25. The experimental results
demonstrate that, the MoPE-Spatiotemporal improves activity recognition accuracy by 0.16
in rainy scenes with minimal (0.005) degradation in accuracy for clear scenes.

2

Related Work

Garg and Nayar [6] presented comprehensive analysis of the visual effects of rain and developed models that capture the dynamics and photometry of rain. They also proposed
hardware-based scheme to remove rain streaks, such as exposure time or depth of field control [7]. Zhang et al. [33] presented rain removal method using k-means clustering based on
chromatic and temporal properties of rain streaks. Barnum et al. [2] developed a model of
rain streak shape and combined with statistical characteristics of rain in frequency domain.
Chen et al. [5] proposed a low-rank model from matrix to tensor structure to capture the
spatio-temporally correlated rain streaks. Jiang et al. [13] presented a tensor based approach
by considering the overall directional tendency of rain streaks. Li et al. [17] presented multiscale convolutional sparse coding based on intrinsic characteristics of rain streaks, which
multiscaled rain streaks sparsely scattered in repetitive local patterns. There have also been
several work based on learning based approach. Chen et al. [4] developed deraining algorithm based on motion segmentation of dynamic scene using Gaussian mixture model. Kim
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Figure 2: Faster R-CNN based tubelet activity recognition network [14].

et al. [15] proposed to generate rain map from temporal correlation and low rank matrix,
and use support vector machine (SVM) to refine the rain map. Wei et al. [31] assumed rain
streaks has patch-based mixture of Gaussian distribution and it showed good performance
on various rain types. Most recently, Liu et al. [19] first presented a DNN based rain removal network, which uses spatiotemporal features for restoration of rain image sequence,
and further extended [20] to deal with dynamically detected video contexts. In addition,
many studies have been done to remove rain on a single image. Zhu et al. [34] suggested
a joint bi-layer optimization method, and Luo et al. [22] utilized a wavelet tight frame and
shape prior for fast rain removal. Shen et al. [25] presented a novel convolutional neural network based on wavelet and dark channel, and Chen et al. [3] proposed an end-to-end gated
context aggregation network with dilated convolution. However, all of these studies aim to
transform rain image sequence to non rain sequence, so they are evaluated by the spatial
comparison between clean images and processed images. However, as we show later, higher
spatial similarity does not guarantee better performance of activity recognition under rain.

3

Effect of Rain on Activity Recognition

The deep learning based activity recognition is primarily based on constructing class-specific
activity tubes from 2D detection network such as faster R-CNN [16, 24]. Use of two separate convolutional networks for RGB and optical flow images and fusing them to improve
recognition accuracy has also been proposed [27, 28]. Recently, integration of temporal
dimension to spatial dimension using 3D convolutional networks have been demonstrated
[29, 30]. However, all of these work consider only clean videos without considering adversarial weather conditions.
We first study the effect of rain on the accuracy of the baseline activity recognition network. We choose a recent tubelet activity recognition network and use its Faster R-CNN
variant for activity recognition [14] as shown in Figure 2. At any time instant K set of images are passed, in a sliding window manner, through a convolutional backbone to generate
K feature maps. The feature map corresponding to the last frame in the stack is used to
generate activity proposals using an activity RPN. Proposals from the activity RPN are then
used to pool features from the feature stack. The pooled features are then transformed using a gated recurrent unit (GRU). The output of the GRU is used to classify the action and
perform regression on the proposal bounding box. We use ResNet-101 as the convolutional
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Figure 3: Sample results of activity recognition on a video. (a), (c) are clean videos and (b), (d) are
rain synthesized video from RainSynLight25. (a), (b) shows the activity recognition results without rain
removal network and (c), (d) shows the result with MoPE-Spatiotemporal. Green rectangles indicate
the recognized activity is correct and red rectangle indicates it is wrong.
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Figure 4: Sample results of activity recognition under various rain without rain removal network.
Green rectangle indicates the recognized activity is correct and red rectangles indicate it is wrong.

feature extractor. Features from res4 are used for generating activity proposals and generating pooled features. Features after ROI pooling are then passed through res5 as per standard
practice for Faster RCNN. In our experiments, K is set to 3.
The activity recognition network is pre-trained on JHMDB dataset and is evaluated on
synthesized rainy video from JHMDB dataset and RainSynLight25. Rain streaks on image
sequence change the image content and affect activity recognition result as shown in Figure 3
(a), (b). Different rain configurations such as density, length, angle of rain streaks change
the activity recognition results and heavy rain shows large impact (Figure 4). Our study
shows that rain streaks removal network is necessary for activity recognition, especially
under heavy rain.

4

Rain Alert and Removal Network

As shown in Figure 1, proposed network consists of Rain Alert Network and Rain Removal
Network. The rain removal network detects the rain streaks and estimates the rain-removed
image using spatiotemporal information. It outputs a derained image and feed to activity
recognition network. The rain alert network estimates strength (normalized) of rain to inform
the rain situation and notify that the confidence level of activity recognition is reduced due to
rain. One of the challenges for using DNN to process rainy videos is that the spatiotemporal
configuration of rain can be highly diverse, and it is impossible to train the network with
infinite kinds of rainy videos. To tackle this problem, we generate a rain layers set which
includes hundreds of spatially varying rain layers. For each batch, rain layers are randomly
selected and added to original image sequence to emulate temporal variations of rain. Thus,
the network can be trained with highly spatiotemporally various rain.
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Figure 5: (a) Structure of MoPE-Spatial and (b) J4R-Net [19].
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Figure 6: Sample results of MoPE-Spatial on rain removal and object detection. (a) is rain image and
(b) is rain removal result of (a). We use Single Shot Detector [21] as object detection network with
mobilenet v1 [10] as backbone feature extractor in Tensorflow API [11]. (c) is object detection result
on clean image without rain removal and (d) is the result on rain image with MoPE-Spatial.

4.1

Spatial Pre-processing Based Rain Removal

We first aim to reduce the effect of rain by treating rain streaks as a spatial noise. Na et al.
has proposed mixture of preprocessor experts (MoPE) to remove ideal Gaussian noise on
images [23]. We adopt their MoPE structure of [23] and train it with MS-COCO dataset [18]
and our rain layers as shown in Figure 5(a) (MoPE-Spatial). The MoPE-Spatial shows good
performance on removing rain (Figure 6(b)) and thus good performance on object detection
under rain (Figure 6(d)). However, MoPE-Spatial fails on activity recognition under rain as
shown in Figure 7. It can detect human under rain, but recognizes as wrong activity. This
is because MoPE-Spatial only use spatial features for rain removal. It brings limitation on
both 1) detection and 2) restoration of rain streaks. 1) MoPE-Spatial cannot detect some rain
streaks, especially under heavy rain where streaks are in high density and often overlapped
to each others, thus result different spatial feature. Also it leads to distortion on non rain
image, so requires additional gating network [23]. 2) MoPE-Spatial cannot recover rain
image to non rain image, because rain drops have size and occlude some area of image. With
spatial information only, it cannot see the information behind rain drops. On the other hand,
J4R-Net [19], recent DNN based rain removal network, uses spatiotemporal information for
restoration of occluded region by using recurrent unit (Figure 5(b)). However, J4R-Net still
uses only spatial features for rain streaks detection. Therefore, fully spatiotemporal rain
removal network is necessary for activity recognition purpose.
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(a)
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Figure 7: Sample results of MoPE-Spatial on activity recognition. (a) is the activity recognition result
on clean video and (b) is the result on rain video with MoPE-Spatial. Green rectangle indicates the
recognized activity is correct and red rectangle indicates it is wrong.
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Figure 8: Rain removal network (MoPE-Spatiotemporal) structure.

4.2

Proposed Spatiotemporal Pre-processing Based Rain Removal

Figure 8 shows our rain removal network which exploits spatiotemporal information to detect and recover occluded regions (MoPE-Spatiotemporal). We use encoding-forecasting
structure in [26] with 3 layers, 3 observations and 1 step predictions to generate one derained image from three rain images. Rain streaks are detected during encoding process,
and restored during decoding. Reversing the order of encoding network during decoding
helps to preserve both global and local representations. Convolution GRUs [1] are used to
exploit spatiotemporal information over multiple images. 3×3 convolution or transposed
convolution layers with stride 2 and rectified linear unit (ReLU), are used as downsampling
and upsampling layers between ConvGRUs to capture spatial representation. Skip connections between convolution layers help preserve pixel wise information of original image.
Compared to MoPE-Spatial and J4R-Net, our rain removal network uses spatiotemporal information for both detection and restoration through end-to-end training.
As our rain removal network uses spatiotemporal information for rain streaks detection, it
does not require gating network to prevent distortion on non-rain images as in [23]. Instead,
we adopt the gating network as rain alert network (Figure 9) to quantify the amount of rain
and notify the confidence drop during activity recognition. We use 31×31 receptive field
which is enough to detect rain streaks.
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Figure 11: Rain alert network outputs the normalized amount of rain. Yellow numbers at right bottom
shows the output of rain removal network for each images.

4.3

Loss Function and Training

For the rain synthesis function F : X → Y , derain function G : Y → X and its discriminator D,
we use pixel difference loss (L1 loss), four level multi scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM)
loss, and adversarial loss [9] to train rain removal network. We define the total loss function
as follows:
Lall (G, D|F) = αLGAN (G, D|F) + β Lpixel (G|F) + γLstructural (G|F),

(1)

LGAN (G, D|F) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] + Ey∼pdata (y) [log(1 − D(G(y)))],

(2)

Lpixel (G|F) = ||G(F(x)) − x||22 ,

(3)

Lstructural (G|F) = 1 − MS-SSIM(G(F(x)), x).

(4)

α, β , and γ are set to be 1, 0.3, and 0.7 respectively. Figure 10 shows that the training loss
converges after 30k epoch.
We consider the rain alert as a classification problem and we adopt softmax rain alert
network. For the rain alert function H, the original image images x and the rainy images
F(x), the loss function is defined as follows:
LRain alert (H) = − log(H(x)) − log(1 − H(F(x)))
where the output of H is the result from the sigmoid function.

(5)
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Rain
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Figure 12: Sample results of rain removal on example of RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25. Video
is available in supplementary material.
Table 1: PSNR comparison on RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25.
JORDER [32]
J4R-Net [19]
MoPE-Spatial
This Work
Dataset
Light Complex Light Complex Light Complex Light Complex
PSNR (dB) 30.37
20.20
32.96
27.03
32.29
29.87
32.83
30.20

5

Experimental Results

We demonstrate experimental results of the proposed spatiotemporal pre-processing for rain
removal and activity recognition in rainy scenes. MoPE-Spatiotemporal and rain alert network are trained with JHMDB dataset [12] and rain layers from RainSynLight25 and RainSynComplex25, which are synthesized with rain streaks models [8, 32]. Rain removal is
evaluated on synthesized rain images from RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25 to compare
the results with previous work. Activity recognition network is trained with JHMDB dataset
and evaluated on synthesized video from JHMDB dataset and RainSynLight25.

5.1

Rain Alert and Removal on Video

Rain alert network discriminates rain on an image and outputs the normalized amount of rain
in range of [0, 1], where, ’0’ means heavy rain and ’1’ means no rain. Figure 11 shows the
output of rain detection network on various strength of rain.
Figure 12 shows sample results of MoPE-Spatiotemporal on rain removal. It is compared with state-of-the-art DNN based rain removal methods, JORDER [32], J4R-Net [19],
and MoPE-Spatial using peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as comparison criteria (Table 1).
JORDER, MoPE-Spatial are single frame deraining methods and J4R-Net, MoPE-Spatio
temporal are video deraining methods. On RainSynLight25, MoPE-Spatiotemporal and J4RNet show comparable results which are better than MoPE-Spatial and JORDER. This is because both MoPE-Spatiotemporal and J4R-Net use temporal feature to restore rain streaks.
Also, as most of the sequences in RainSynLight25 have light rain, temporal feature is not
critical on rain detection, which results proposed network and J4R-Net comparable. On the
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Figure 13: Sample results of activity recognition on JHMDB synthesized with RainSynLight25, RainSynComplex25 rain layers. Green rectangle indicates the recognized activity is correct and red rectangle indicates it is wrong. Video is available in supplementary material.

Table 2: Activity recognition comparison on clean and rain videos. Activity recognition network is
trained only with clean videos.

mAP

Baseline

Clean
Rain

0.598
0.420

MoPE-Spatial
w/o Gating Net.
0.575
0.540

MoPE-Spatial
w/ Gating Net.
0.598
0.538

This Work
0.593
0.579

other hand, MoPE-Spatiotemporal shows the highest PSNR on RainSynComplex25. This is
because some of the sequences in RainSynComplex25 have heavy rain, so rain streaks cannot
be detected spatially, but temporally. Only MoPE-Spatiotemporal can temporally detect rain
streaks, thus shows the highest PSNR.

5.2

Activity Recognition under Rain

Figure 13 shows sample results of activity recognition. Table 2 shows the accuracy of activity recognition on clean and synthesized rainy videos with and without the rain removal
network. Activity recognition without the rain removal network shows high recognition accuracy on clean videos, but the accuracy drops more than 0.15 under rain. MoPE-Spatial
without gating network improves accuracy by 0.12 under rain, but the accuracy on clean
video drops due to distortion on clean video. Gating network on MoPE-Spatial recovers
the accuracy on clean video. On the other hand, the proposed network spatiotemporally
detects rain streaks, so it maintains the accuracy on clean videos without gating network.
Also, MoPE-Spatiotemporal results in less than 0.015 accuracy drop under rain, which is
0.04 higher than using MoPE-Spatial. Figure 3 shows sample results of activity recognition.
Figure 3(a), (b) do not include rain removal network, so run activity is correctly recognized
when there is no rain, but recognized as climb stairs with high confidence under rain. Figure 3(c), (d) include proposed network and the activity run is recognized regardless of rain.
Figure 14 shows sample results of rain removal and activity recognition on a real world
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Figure 14: Sample results on a real world rainy video from Youtube website. (a) is original practical
rainy image and (b) is derained image using MoPE-Spatiotemporal. (c), (d) show activity recognition
results without and with MoPE-Spatiotemporal respectively. Green rectangle indicates the recognized
activity is correct and red rectangle indicates it is wrong. Video is available in supplementary material.

rainy video from Youtube website1 . Practical rain streaks are also well removed by MoPESpatiotemporal (Figure 14(b)). Without proposed network, the activities are recognized as
jump activities under rain (Figure 14(c)), and our network helps to recognize run activities
well under rain (Figure 14(d)).
Moreover, Tables 1 and 2 show that MoPE-Spatial and MoPE-Spatiotemporal show similar PSNR on rain removal, but activity recognition accuracy of MoPE-Spatiotemporal under rain is better (0.04) than MoPE-Spatial. Hence, we observe that the spatial similarity
between clean and derained images does not assure activity recognition performance under
rain. To understand whether a rain removal network improves activity recognition accuracy,
one needs to evaluate performance of the end-to-end network.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose DNN based fully spatiotemporal rain removal network for activity
recognition under rain. The proposed rain removal network, MoPE-Spatiotemporal, detects
rain streaks and recovers the non-rainy image using spatiotemporal features. A rain alert
network is integrated within MoPE-Spatiotemporal to estimate strength of the rain (heavy
to light) to predict the degradation of confidence during activity recognition. Experimental
results show better rain removal performance with MoPE-Spatiotemporal compared to stateof-the-art methods and improved activity recognition accuracy under rain. It implies that
spatial similarity between clean and derained images does not guarantee activity recognition
performance under rain and this work is the first work to improve performance of activity
recognition under rain, to the best of our knowledge. For future work, we would like to
train/evaluate MoPE-Spatiotemporal and activity recognition network with rainy videos in
end-to-end manner, which may provide enhanced activity recognition under rain. Moreover,
we would like to develop light-weighted MoPE-Spatiotemporal for real-time problem.
Acknowledgements The research reported here was supported in part by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) under contract number HR0011-17-2-0045.
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